i46	BEYOND HORIZONS
Hobby were to maintain a patrol of the edge of the ice-pack north
of Spitzbergen for six weeks, if necessary. Privately, we expected
the order to recall the ships would be the news that we had arrived
in Alaska. The command of the base party was distributed between
Captain Hagerup, of the Farm, and our reserve pilot, Lieutenant
Horgen, on the Hobby.
As Amundsen was speaking, I was nestling my feet in my senna-
grass over-shoes. Ten minutes past five! Director Knutsen reached
up and shook hands with Amundsen and me. I don't know how
any of the other five felt at that moment, but in me there was not
the slightest trace of fear. I know that there were men in that silent
throng who never expected to see us again. In New York and Oslo
were plenty of people who regarded our flight as stark suicide.
Even my own sister scarcely thought I would emerge alive. Yet if
my pulse quickened then, it was only with elation that at last I had
accomplished the ambition of my life.
The engines spoke, and we went bumping easily down the fjord
to the starting-place, almost at the mouth. Busy adjusting my para-
chute as a seat cushion, placing my diary and pencil handy for
notes during the voyage, and settling myself comfortably, I scarcely
noticed this taxi ride. The motors shut down, and both ships turned
and faced the far-oflE quay and coal station. Then, like air pilots of
any race, anywhere, ours for a moment or two twisted their heads
and made a leisurely inspection of their ships and passengers. All
set! Everybody and everything in place! N 25 roared and shot
away from us in a flurry of snow and flaked ice. Dietrichson
allowed her a quarter of a mile and then gave N 24 the gun.
For a moment we moved sluggishly—a heavy flat boat dragging
over ice—then with the swiftly gathered speed of an arrow lunged
forth after N 25 toward that distant glacier. Our engines yelled as
they grabbed at the air. Eighteen hundred revolutions per minute!
Almost before I could realise it, the grinding vibrations in the huU
ceased, and we were in the air—high in air—as the dark ring of
spectators and the coal station, its shops and sheds, black against
the snow and dwindling to the size of huts, slipped under us.
In my seat forward, with all the flying machine behind me and
only space ahead, above, and below, I seemed borne on mighty
pinions. The twin engines shouted a song of strength and triumph,

